Serving This Area Since 1948

We Sell and Service These Fine Products...

- Cooper
- International Harvester
- McCulloch
- National Mower
- Economy
- Jacobsen
- Moto-Mower
- Toro
- Hahn-Eclipse
- Lawn-Boy
- Mott
- Wheel Horse

Most Of These Carry A 1-Year Guarantee

Simplicity

Bring The Wonderful World Of Simplicity Into Your Life

A lot goes into a Simplicity unit before that famous name goes on it! The product begins in the creative minds of Simplicity's crack development team progresses to the engineers' drawing boards...is then manufactured in a modern plant by skilled craftsmen using the finest machinery and materials. Every Simplicity product is then subjected to the grim torture of their famous proving grounds. Only if it passes the most grueling tests is it offered for your consideration. Little wonder Simplicity has led the lawn and garden power equipment field for over 25 years!

CONSULT WITH US...

on any lawn and garden power problem or need. We have the most complete facilities...in service of heavy parts inventory...for both small and estate-type power lawn equipment.

Open 8:30 to 6 P.M. Monday thru Saturday

W. F. MILLER Co.

1593 South Woodward, Birmingham—3 Blocks North of 14 Mile

Midwest 4-5115, 4-6053